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CHAPTER I 

STATE POLITICAL NEWSPAPERS: 
EVERPRESENT AND LITTLE KNOWN 

Thus launched as we are in an ocean of news, 
In hopes that your pleasure our pains will repay, 
All honest endeavors the author will use 
To furnish a feast for the grave and the gay; 
At least he'll essay such a track to pursue, 
That the \-mrld shall approve---and his ne~11s 

shall be true.l 

~Uth the above words Philip Freneau, a poet, \vriter, and 

journalist of renown during the latter part of the 18th century, 

summarized the conduct of the political press in the October 31, 

1791 issue of The National Gazette. This paper could be called the 

first milestone toward the establishment of a state party newspaper. 

The Federalist Papers, written by Alexander Hamilton, James 
. 

Madison, and John Jay, were designed to arouse support in New York, 

especially, for the ratification of the Constitution. Its aim was 

deliberate. 

The goal of The Gazette of the United States, published from 

1789 to 1800, was a bit broader. Its publisher, John Fenno, printed 

what the Federalists told him to publish. The goal of the paper was 

1Jacob Axelrod, Philip Freneau (Austin: The University of 
Texas Press, 1967), p. 221. 

2Thomas Fleming, The Man From Monticello (New York: William 
Morrow and Company, Inc., 1969), p. 169. 

1 
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to gain support for a strong central government. Washington was a 

foe of weakness, in the army and in the government, and for him no 

government could survive for long if it were not strong. Central 

to his views were the fiscal policies of the Treasury Department. 

For example, he was in favor of payment at face value of both the 

foreign and domestic debt and the assumption and payment by the 

federal government of all remaining state debts incurred during the 

Revolution. Washington also proposed a pirect tax of one-twentieth 

of all produce.3 

The basis for Washington's thinking can be traced to Alex-

ander Hamilton, his Secretary of the Treasury. That Washington 

admired, cared for, and heeded Hamilton is well attested to. His 

relationship toward Hamilton has been referred to as "almost paternal" 

as Washington had no son.4 

Hamilton's influence was not only exerted upon the President 

but also upon the publisher of the Federalist newspaper, John Fenno. 

To insure the paper's praise of Federalist policies the Gazette of 

the United States received printing patronage from the Treasury 

Department and, on several occasions, Hamilton loaned money to 

Fenno. 5 To popularize the Federalist policies, and their financial 

6 policy in particular, Fenno published his Philadelphia paper. 

3Nathaniel Wright Stephenson and Waldo H. Dunn, Georee 
Washington (New York: Oxford University Press, 1940), p. 29. 

4John c. Miller Alexander Hamilton (New York: Harper & 
Brothers, Publishers, 1~59), p. 66. 

5Ibid., p. 343. 

6Axelrod, ~·cit., p. 220. 
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In August, 1791, Philip Freneau accepted an offer from 

Thomas Jefferson to publish a paper in Philadelphia which would be 

a voice to all and would deal with many political issues. 7 Freneau 

had been a classmate of James Madison at Princeton and was first 

brought to the capitol to translate in Jefferson's Department of 

State. This job was only an excuse to give Freneau enough money to 

live on until his paper had been launched.8 

Unlike its predecessors, The Na~ional Gazette was to be a 

continuing venture with more than a single goal. This character-

istic of having an interest in and expressing views on many varied 

political issues distinguished it from other contemporary papers. 

Also, it differed from other papers in that its circulation was 

9 national in scope. 

To ensure the widest possible circulation for his paper, 

Freneau's Republican friends actively solicited subscriptions in 

many states. Henry Lee was helping in Richmond, while Jefferson and 

Madison extended the list of readers beyond the Pennsylvania border 

into Virginia, Massachusetts, Georgia, and Kentucky. The readers 

of The National Gazette were promised not only the news but also 

"such political essays as have a tendency to promote the general 

7Mary S. Austin, Philip Freneau (Detroit: Gale Research 
Company, 1968), p. 153. 

8Fleming, ~· cit., pp. 183-4. 

9Donald H. Stewart, The Opposition Press of the Federalist 
Period (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1969), p. 610 
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interest of the Union." 

The National Gazette, however, was still a national party 

newspaper. At the time of its publication parties had not been 

formed in any state. It was within Congress that parties first 

formed. This occurred before the contest for the Presidency became 

the dominant consideration. The studies of Manning J. Daue~0 and 

11 Noble Cunningham are in general agree~ent that by 1795 the members 

of Congress had become aligned into two bpposing groups, each with 

recognizable leaders, consistent positions on public issues, and, at 

least in the case of Jefferson's followers, a mechanism (the caucus) 

for managing party affairs. 

After parties had become delineated in Congress, a stimulus 

was furnished for the formation of similar party alignments in the 

states. This stimulus was in the face of the 1796 contest for the 

Presidency between Adams and Jefferson. During Adams' administra-

tion party organization proceeded rapidly. As party lines became 

drawn more sharply, party leaders, both within the Congress and in 

the states, viewed the issues from a new perspective of party advan-

tage. As the election of 1800 approached, the arena of party politics 

broadened to include not only the struggle for the Congress and Presi-

12 dency but also contests at state and local levels of government. 

lORichard P. McCormick, The Second American Part~ Srstem 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, I 66 , pp.21-2. 

Hill: 

1~oble E. Cunningham, The Jeffersonian Re,ublicans (Chapel 
The University of North Carolina Press, 195 ), p. 49. 

12McCormick, ~· cit. 
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It was at this time that the f~rst of what might now be 

called "state party political newspapers" appeared. Being out of 

office, the Republican followers of Jefferson were the first to 

actively enter the field of publishing party ne't'Tspapers. Some of 

the more notable papers were the New London Bee, New York City 

Republican Watchtower, Portsmouth Republican Ledger, Lancaster 

Correspondent, and The South Carolina State Gazette. Through 

these papers they lolere able to present t~heir views, criticize the 

opposition, and, in short, give their justification for why Jeffer-

son and the Republicans should be elected. 

Before the campaign of 1800, Republicans in New York and 

Pennsylvania had perfected a considerable degree of organization 

in systems of "correspondence committees." These committees were 

composed of active party members who, among themselves, published 

a newsletter or newspaper. This method of reaching the populace 

and winning votes soon became an accepted means and, eventually, 

such committees were to be found in all sections of the country. 

As one writer puts it: 

vlith all their gifts for leadership, and all the popular 
topics that arose, Madison, Jefferson, and their com
panions could not possibly have worked this miracle13 

without the aid of the newspapers. Devoted Republican 
editors and tireless correspondents, oftentimes more 
intemperate and enthusiastic than judicious and 
accurate, acquainted voters with candidates' abilities, 
aroused citizens to the real or imagined dangers of 
Federalist policies, and developed the issues and 
reasoninf

4
that came to spell Jefferson's ultimate 

success. 

13stewart is speaking of the defeat of the Federalists. 

14 Stewart,.££_. cit., p. 605. 
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Possibly the most advanced and long-standing correspondence 

committee was organized by one John Beckley of Philadelphia. Mr. 

Beckley had been instrumental in the Republican wins in the local 

and state elections of 1799. In 1800 he turned his attention to 

the national elections. Although he was the Chairman of the Com-

mittee of Correspondence for the City and County of Philadelphia, 

he was active in coordinating activities throughout the Commonwealth 

of Pennsylvania.l5 

Another active and influential correspondence committee was 

formed in Richmond, Virginia. At a January 21, 1800 meeting, at 

r which a Republican ticket of electors was selected, a "General 

Standing Committee" of five members was established. This committee, 

entrusted with the overall direction of the campaign, was to act as 

a central committee of correspondence. Besides its own correspon-

dence, the committee prepared an address to the citizens of Virginia 

and had it published eight times in the Virginia Argus between 

July 11, 1800 and October 24, during the time of the election.16 In 

the 170 years since that election battle between Jefferson and Adams, 

the state party ne,.;rspapers, and their antecedents, have become a vital 

means of communication between the state party apparatus and the 

party faithful. 

Freneau, in 1791, spoke of "an ocean of news" and wrote that 

his paper was to "furnish a feast" for the reader. In 1969, a new, 

15 Cunningham, .£E.• ~· , p. 160. 

16 Ibid., p. 194. 
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contemporary state party newspaper spelled out its purpose as follows: 

You are now reading the first edition of our new 
monthly newspaper, The Pennsylvania Democrat •• 
We aim to make this newspaper as lively and as 
informative as its predecessor • • • • 

But despite the many problems involved with 
producing a newspaper, Chairman Thomas z. Minehart 
feels that it is essential now that the State Committee 
re-establish lines of communication and information 
exchange \11ith Pennsylvania Democrats from the precincts 
to the State Capitol • • • • 

It will carry stories to provide Democratic workers 
with detailed information on the governmental and 
political issues of the day so that! they are better able 
to carry the message to the voters. 

It also will serve as a vehicle to the nitty gritty 
of precinct work, to committee men and women. It is our 
hope that committee people will exchange ideas and 
techniques they have found to be successful. 

And it will give us an opportunity to present to you 
in depth stories on Democrats recording significant 
achievement, whether it be on the floor of the House or 
Senate in Harrisburg, in local government or in precinct 
activity.17 

17
The Pennsylvania Democrat, vol. 1, no. 1 (Narch, 1969), 

P• 1. 



CHAPTER II 

FIVE PROPOSITIONS THAT TEST THE IMPORT OF 
THE STATE POLITICAL PARTY NEWSPAPER 

The basic concern of this invest!gation is to discover some 

of the more important uses of the various state party newspapers. 

But one could first ask, "What is a state party newspaper?" The 

various papers take one of three basic formats. These, in turn, 

have their own characteristics which may or may not transcend format 

lines. 

Approximately one-third of the papers examined are pro-

fessionally done on mechanical printing equipment. They are off-

set published on newsprint with extensive use of photographs. Their 

length is usually between four and eight pages. 

Another one-third take the format of commercial popular 

magazines. TI1e vast majority are off-set printed although one was 

mimeographed. Except for the latter, this type of newspaper is also 

quite professional in appearance. Again, the use of photographs is 

widespread and the length is usually four pages. The type of paper 

used is normally of a heavy weight and often is glossy. 

The final one-third of the sample is the least professional 

in appearance. Usually one-page, mimeographed tabloids they are 

normally printed on both sides of one or two sheets and stapled to-

gether. On occasion an issue is first typed and then photo-

reproduced enabling the publisher to use photographs. But, on the 

8 
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whole, they are simply typed newsletters with an occasional hand

drawn sketch for a masthead. Because of the limited column-inch 

space, there is little opportunity for elaboration or extra wordage 

as is often found in the other types of newspapers. 

Variation in periodicity is difficult to measure because of 

the small sample of those for which multiple issues were received. 

Only a few are published weekly or even ~bi-weekly. The vast majority 

of the newspapers are "monthly," although this does not mean that 

they appear every month. For instance, the Iot-la Democratic Leader 

is dated monthly, but between December, 1967 and November, 1969 only 

five issues were published. A few papers carry seasonal dates, such 

as "Winter" or''Spring". 

The various papers are published by the state committees. 

Staffs are not designated and authors of articles are not given. On 

occasion an editor is named but he is ordinarily not the State Chair

man. It appears, therefore, that the state committee may be legally 

responsible for what appears in print, but it cannot be stated that 

the committee is actually responsible for the articles. 

The state party newspaper is a long established tradition in 

American politics. However, there has been no research into their 

political ramification. To complete the investigation and to deter

mine the major uses of the state party newspaper, the following five 

propositions were proposed. Their proof should go far toward clari

fying the role of the state party newspaper in the American party 

structure. 
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I. One objective of the state party newspaper is to 
publicize the State Chai~man. 

The state party chairman occupies the role of a middleman in 

the American party system. His position lies somewhere between the 

national chairman and the local party leaders. Although no thorough 

study of the duties and effectiveness of the office has been com

pleted up to this time,18 the chairmanship is understood to entail 

certain areas of responsibility. Among the more important duties of 
• . 

the chairman is his role as mediator between party factions, builder 

of party organization, campaign strategist, link between the national 

and local party organizations, and as spokesman for the state party. 

This first proposition was introduced to show the extent to 

l..rhich the state chairman utilizes the party paper for his own political 

aggrandizement. The papers are published through the efforts of the 

state committees and the state chairmen. For whatever purposes in-

tended, it is posited that the papers are used to enhance the state 

chairmen's images. 

II. One purpose of the state party nmv-spaper is its use as 
a tool in fund-raising campaigns. 

This proposition attempts to isolate the extent to which the 

party newspaper is used to raise funds for the party organization. 

Recognizing that appeals through the public mass media would be expen-

sive and knowing that the readership of a state paper would be quite 

homogeneous in political views and inclinations, it would be expected 

18Robert Huckshorn, Chairman of the Department of Political 
Science at Florida Atlantic University is presently undertaking such 
a study under a grant from the National Science Foundation. 
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that the use of the state party paper would be both the least expensive 

and most thorough method of reaching those who would be inclined to 

contribute to the party cause. 

III. A party that holds the governor's office will use the 
state party newspaper as a tool in building the 
governor's image. 

The proposition here seeks to determine to what extent the 

state party newspaper is used to publicize the incumbent governor in 

those states where the gubernatorial office is controlled by the 
l . 

party publishing the newspaper. Because a state party paper's reader-

ship is comprised mostly of party faithful, it is surmised that the 

governor's image will be publicized and built up through this 

medium. This makes available to the governor a comparatively in-

expensive and yet far-reaching means of political advertising. 

IV. A party not holding the governor's office will 
openly criticize the opposition via the state 
party newspaper. The party occupying the 
governor's office will, on the whole, neglect 
the opposition. 

One would find it natural to assume that the party not control-

ling the governor's office would openly criticize the party organiza-

tion in power in an attempt to win popular support. By so criticizing 

the party newspaper would show why its organization should be elected 

into office. However, this proposition is also meant to show that 

the party controlling the governor's office will neglect the oppo-

sition and will refrain from nearly all types of criticism. It is 

believed that the majority party feels that its ends will best be 

served by a self-praise campaign ldth a drawing of as little attention 

as possible to the opposition. 
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v. A much closer affinity with the national administration 
is to be found on the part of less populous Republican 
state party newspapers. 

Although most of the party newspapers are intra-state 

directed in the reporting of news, a few of the less-populated 

states' Republican papers devoted quite a lot of their column-inch 

space to ties with the national Republican administration. It is 

reasonable to believe that smaller, less politically important 

states might attempt to enhance their positions by tying themselves 

to the national party and administration. 

Content Analysis: The Research Procedure 

The most potentially productive method of research to carry 

out this type of investigation is content analysis. Possibly the 

first major area of investigation using content analysis was in 

journalism to study the content of American newspapers. In the late 

1930's Harold Lasswell and his associates worked toward the refinement 

of the methodology in the area of public opinion and propaganda. 

During World War II intelligence agencies of the Federal Government 

19 
used content analysis to analyze enemy propaganda. 

There are five characteristics to content analysis which are 

all basic to the present research problem.2° First, the research 

tion: 
Office, 

19narold D. Lasswell, Analyzing the Content of Mass Communica
A Brief Introduction (Washington: u.s. Government Printing 
1942), p. 16. 

20 Robert C. North, et al., Content Analysis (Evanston: North-
western University Press, 1963), p. 38; or Claire Selltiz, et al., 
Research Hethods in Social Relations (New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, 1966), chapters 9 through 12. 
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propositions were formulated. This was done to reduce the research to 

specific operations. In this investigation, for example, five such 

areas of concern were designated. After the propositions were formu

lated the investigator then considered relevant sampling procedures 

and selected categories for coding the data. 

Second, the sample was selected and the content categories 

were defined. Care was taken to guarantee that the total universe 

of available data was represented. This; narrm.red the research prob

lem to a manageable size. The purpose of defining a category was 

to permit a classification of data on the basis of selected concepts. 

In this investigation nine separate categories were drawn up which 

would account for all column-inch space in the various netvspapers. 

It then became possible to measure the intensity and frequency of 

variables represented by each category. 

Third, the documents, in this case the party papers, were 

read and coded and the relevant content was condensed onto special 

data sheets. In content analysis either themes or words may be 

chosen as the basic recording unit of analysis. The coder must de

velop a skill in reducing articles in the various papers into "unit

perceptions," that is, assertions which themselves cannot be broken 

do\m further. The data were then recorded onto sheets which were 

appropriate for the investigation at hand. 

Fourth, items placed in each category tvere totaled and counts 

or scores tvere made. In this investigation, once the articles were 

read and coded according to theme, the counts were made. Depending 

on the column-inch space devoted to a particular theme, a score was 



recorded for that particular newspaper. The scores for the total 

sample were also recorded. 

Fifth, and finally, interpretations of the findings were 

made in the light of the appropriate proposition. After the papers 

had been coded and scored the investigator, in this instance, inter-

preted the findings in light of the five basic propositions posed. 

Since content analysis is used in many types of research, 

"there is no 'best' type of content anal~sis."21 There is no central 

collection of state party newspapers and the collecting of them is 

tedious. Therefore, the main analysis was confined to a single

issue analysis of every available party newspaper.22 In all cases. 

the most recent issue on hand at the time of compilation was chosen 

for analysis. 

The different content categories were carefully selected so 

as to be mutually exclusive. That is, the categories were selected 

to assure reproducibility. Each category had been constructed to 

guarantee validity, reliability, and objectivity. 23 

21North, 2E.• cit. 

22sixty-two state party organization papers were collected 
by the time of compilation. They are listed in Appendix A. 

2 ~orth, 2E.• cit., p. 41-2. North says that "validity 
represents the extent to ~.;rhich an instrument measures what it is 
intended to measure •••• To achieve reliability, the categories 
must be so constructed that when the same research process is re
peated, it will reproduce results ~nthin stated confidence limits 
•••• Finally, a category is objective when it yields unbiased 
data independent of the idiosyncracies of data collectors." 
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The seven major content categories are as follows: 

1, All articles or letters written by the State 
Chairman and so designated, either by title 
or by the Chairman's name used for authorship 
identification, 

2. Any article written so as to give information, 
praise, or self-criticism about the state and 
local party. 

3. Articles written in a manner that demeans or 
criticizes the state or local opposition party. 

4. Any article relating the local party to the 
national party or giving information about 
national politics. 

5. Critical articles written so as to demean the 
national opposition party or to shed light on 
and criticize some political event on the 
national scene. 

6. Articles generally directed at the youth of 
the party. 

7. Space which publicizes fund-raising events, 
directs appeals for funds to the party faithful, 
or contains paid advertising. 

Because two of the questions deal with building and publicizing 

the respective images of the state chairman and governor, two supple-

mentary categories ~-1ere added. In addition to being coded into one 

of the seven main categories an article was also coded according to 

one of the additional two categories if it took note of the chairman 

or the governor specifically. Thus, the proportion of column-inch 

space devoted to the state chairman and governor was more precisely 

noted, 

The two supplementary categories are: 

8. Any article, regardless of theme, which mentions the 
state chairman by name and/or title. 
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9. Any article, regardless of theme, t11hich mentions the 
governor by name and/or title. 

To clarify the content of articles as coded according to the 

various categories, it seems appropriate to provide examples for 

each type. 

Direct letters signed by the state chairman (Category 1) are 

exemplified by these from the Republicau Chairman of Florida and 

the Democratic Chairman of Arkansas. 

This has been a busy month for both myself and state 
headquarters. The two-day Washington fund-raising 
trip has created a lot of interest • • • .Each time I 
go to Washington I am more and more impressed with 
the leadership of Rogers Morton. 

"Comments from Chairman Crittenden" 
The Florida Republican Challenger 
November, 1969 p. 2 

• • • In our efforts to strengthen the Party so 
that we can recapture the highest office in 
Arkansas, as well as fill with Democrats many 
other offices that will be contested, tile must 
be sure that our party encourages the meshing 
of the activities of all these groups of people 
toward objectives which lrlll make our State 
reach greater heights. 

"From The Chairman" 
The New Democrat 
October, 1967 p. 2 

Those articles containing information and self-praise or self-

criticism of the state and local party are illustrated by the following 

examples. 

Allen Overcash of Lincoln (Nebraska) is serving as Chairman of the 
State Candidates Committee. His job: to see that a qualified 
Democrat is filed for every race in Election Year '70. 

Demo-Gram 
January-February, 1970 p. 2 
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Greetings Delegates! This issue of the News \-lill 
be the first seen by the delegates to the state 
convention. We hope you have time to look through 
it, in the midst of all the deliberations, con
sultations, orations and etcetera (sic). The 
convention looks like a good one---with top speakers 
and some solid work to be done. Now is the time to 
get ready for the next elections. 

}tinnesota Republican News 
September, 1969 p. 3 

Space used to criticize the sta~e and local opposition 

party is exemplified by the following. 

The Senior Senator from Indiana is a model for 
students of inconsistency! Vance Hartke has 
changed his position on Vietnam so often that 
it is doubtful tonight if he remembers where 
he stands. 

Trunk Line (Republican) 
December, 1969 p. 3 

Minnesota Republicans are doing their best to hide 
the fact, but it looks like a few squabbles are 
erupting behind their placid image. Third 
District Congressman Clark MacGregor is claiming 
party "bossism." 

State DFL Ne,.,rs 
January, 1970 p. 4 

Articles praising the national political party or situation 

are illustrated by the following examples. 

The Salt Lake City Commissioners sent President 
Nixon a resolution affirming their support of 
the President's Vietnam Policy. 

The Utah Republican 
December, 1969-January, 1970 p.2 

Senator Barry Goldwater will be the guest speaker at 
a dinner for the annual "Silver Elephant" sustaining 
members for 1969. His appearance will be the climax 
for one of our greatest years of visitations from 
our leaders in Washington. 

The South Carolina Republican Net.,rs1etter 
October 21, 1969 p. 1 
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Critiques of the national political situation or opposition 

party are represented by the next two examples. 

According to a copyrited news analysis in the 
Los Angeles Times, Madison Avenue techniques 
may be leading the Nixon administration in a 
short cut to skid row. 

The Hawkeye Democratic Leader 
November, 1969 p. 2 

For President Nixon the year 1968 will be remembered 
as the "year of promises"; 1969 as "the year of 
forgot ten promises." 

Demo-Hemo! (Missouri) 
January, 1970 p. 3 

The following two quotes are examples of articles which are 

youth-oriented. 

Joan Wall, a 22-year old MIT student, is the 
youngest state chairman in the history of the 
Massachusetts Young Republican Association. 

Target (Republican) 
May, 1969 p. 6 

Kentucky Young Democrats have set a 
state-wide goal of 120 clubs. 

The Democrat 
October, 1969 p. 2 

The next t\ro examples illustrate finance and fund-raising 

articles. 

If you want to keep up with the news and views of 
the Main Democratic Party, and help prepare for 
the crucial 1970 elections, simply cut out the 
subscription blank below and return it with your 
contribution. 

As Maine Goes (Democratic) 
Summer, 1969 p. 6 
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The rib-tickling side of politics once again will 
be the subject of the Delaware Republican Party's 
major fund-raising event. 

The Trumpet (Republican) 
January-February, 1970 p.l 

Articles which take note of the State Chairman are illustrated 

by the following. 

At the November meeting of the York County 
(Kentucky) Committee State Chairman ~yril M. 
Joly, Jr. met ~rlth the group. 

GOP Newsletter 
December, 1969 p. 4 

Pennsylvania's big four Republicans have been 
named co-chairmen of the new Republican Progress 
Squad by Republican State Chairman John c. Jordan. 

Newsletter (Republican) 
November, 1969 p. 1 

Articles noting the governor are illustrated by the next 

two examples. 

Accomplishments by the 1970 legislature 
demonstrated teamwork by Gov. Frank L. Farrar, 
legislators, and GOP officials. 

South Dakota Republican News 
February, 1970 p. 1 

Gov. Robert Ray has worked successfully to see 
that Iowa's immunization program against German 
measles (rubella) gets started immediately. 

Newsletter (Republican) 
December, 1969 p. 4 

Every article in each paper was analyzed and, depending upon 

the purport of the article, was designated with the appropriate content 

category number. After reading the entire paper and categorizing each 

article into one of the seven primary content designations, the total 

column-inch space was tabulated for each category. This, in turn, was 
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converted into a percentage of the total column-inch space. The sum 

for content categories 1 through 7, then, equals 100 or 100 percent. 

By this means it could be shown where the emphasis, in terms of 

column-inches of space was placed. 

An article that took note of the state chairman or governor 

also was assigned to one of the two supplementary categories. The 

percentage of column-inch space devoted to these categories was 

tabulated apart from the seven primary categories. 

A critical problem with any research utilizing content analysis 

is reliability. 

The reliability of coded data is partially a function of 
the training during which coders familiarize themselves 
with the concepts used. Validity of the data, as well 
as ability to generalize the results, is directly re
lated to the level of reliability.24 

The degree of reliability can be checked in one of two ways. Either 

the subject matter can be checked by a different researcher, in this 

case one who is willing to read through all analyzed papers, or it 

can be checked by the same coder at a different time. For this in-

vestigation the latter procedure was followed. The results were that 

the content category designations applied to the articles on first 

reading were affirmed on the second reading. 

24Ibid., p. 49. 



CHAPTER III 

THE FINDINGS OF CONTENT ANALYSIS 
FOR PROPOSITIONS I-V 

Sixty-two party organization newspapers and newsletters were 

25 coded for this study. The results of the content analysis for 

the sixty-two papers are shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the 

composite average for all newspapers analyzed. 

25see Appendix A for a listing of those papers analyzed and 
their volume numbers. See Appendix B for a listing of those party 
organizations which did not, at the time of compilation, publish a 
newspaper or newsletter. See Appendix C for those party organiza
tions which did not reply to requests for information regarding 
party newspapers. 
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TABLE 1 

State and Party Content Categories 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Chairman's State Critique Praise Critique Youth Finance Noting Noting 
letter Party of State National of Nat '1 State Governor 

Info Opposition Party Opposition Chairman 

Arizona (R) 20 55 0 18 0 0 7 20 5 

Arkansas (D) 11 54 0 10 0 0 25 11 0 

Arkansas ( R) 4 60 0 17 0 9 10 25 65 

Colorado (D) 0 44 10 l 5 1 39 8 16 
N 
N 

Colorado (R) 0 76 0 8 0 0 16 0 11 

Connecticut (D) 0 59 0 36 0 5 •. 0 36 61 

Delaware (R) 0 69 0 24 0 0 7 0 45 

Florida (R) 11 37 0 25 0 4 23 19 25 

Georgia (D) 0 40 0 20 0 15 25 10 20 

Idaho (D) 4 56 26 8 2 0 4 4 26 

Idaho (R) 0 34 0 23 7 0 36 0 6 

Illinois (D) 0 0 43 0 57 0 0 0 43 

Illinois (R) 0 70 0 17 1 0 12 0 43 



TABLE l (Continued) 

State and Party Content Categories 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Chainnan's State Critique Praise Critique Youth Finance Noting Noting 
letter Party of State National of Nat'! State Governor 

Info Opposition Party Opposition Chainnan 
Indiana (D) 2 25 19 15 15 6 18 8 13 

Indiana (R) 0 34 4 21 2 24 15 13 28 

Iowa (D) 0 27 31 3 9 0 30 22 14 

Iowa (R) 13 37 0 27 0 4 19 17 36 

Kansas (D) 0 62 0 0 0 5 33 0 87 
N 
(.;.) 

Kansas (R) 0 26 7 27 6 0 34 12 7 . .. 
Kentucky (D) 0 49 38 3 0 l 9 21 38 

Kentucky (R) 3 41 0 56 0 0 0 3 9 

Louisiana (R) 0 46 11 23 4 6 10 33 0 

Maine (D) 0 64 18 0 6 4 8 18 33 

Maine (R) 0 64 0 13 0 8 13 8 0 

Maryland (R) 6 29 10 40 3 7 5 19 10 



TABLE 1 (Continued) 

State and Party Content Categories 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Chairman's State Critique Praise Critique Youth Finance Noting Noting 
letter Party of State National of Nat'l State Governor 

Info Opposition Party Opposition Chairman 

Massachusetts (R) 0 38 4 17 0 11 30 32 15 

Michigan (D) 4 52 5 6 1 4 28 16 4 

Michigan (R) 0 68 0 21 0 7 4 0 28 

Minnesota (D) 0 55 22 10 13 0 0 11 22 
N ..,.. 

Minnesota (R) 17 66 14 3 0 0 0 37 29 

Mississippi (R) 0 28 0 67 0 0 •. 5 75 0 

Missouri (D) 17 37 0 31 6 0 9 40 29 

Missouri (R) 0 18 4 61 0 6 11 2 4 

Montana (R) 0 9 32 0 18 0 41 49 32 

Nebraska (D) 16 36 6 0 0 9 32 28 6 

Nebraska (R) 6 16 0 57 0 13 8 19 20 

New Hampshire (D) 0 57 0 9 4 4 26 0 0 

New Hampshire (R) 2 67 0 25 0 2 4 10 37 



TABLE l (Continued) 

State and Party Content Categories 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Chairman's State Critique Praise Critique Youth Finance Noting Noting 
letter Party of State National of Nat'l State Governor 

Info Opposition Party Opposition Chairman 

New Jersey (R) 0 68 32 0 0 0 0 16 32 

New Mexico (R) 5 38 0 46 0 0 11 16 4 

New York (D) 0 35 27 0 0 0 38 37 27 

New York (R) 0 98 0 2 0 0 0 2 89 
N 
Vl 

North Carolina (D) 0 57 0 11 0 22 10 15 40 

North Dakota (R) 0 43 0 22 0 0 · - 35 13 0 

Ohio (D) 0 37 54 9 0 0 0 33 54 

Ohio (R) 0 65 0 33 0 0 2 9 13 

Oklahoma (D) 0 34 66 0 0 0 0 30 66 

Oklahoma (R) 10 34 1 14 8 7 26 10 22 

Oregon (D) 0 54 0 30 9 0 7 9 0 

Pennsylvania (D) 0 71 8 0 8 10 3 0 8 



TABLE 1 (Continued) 

State and Party Content Categories 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Chairman's State Critique Praise Critique Youth Finance Noting Noting 
letter Party of State National of Nat'l State Governor 

Info Opposition Party Opposition Chairman 

Pennsylvania (R) 10 56 0 23 0 11 0 24 55 

South Carolina (R) 0 30 6 46 3 12 3 17 6 

South Dakota (D) 0 25 0 0 25 5 45 40 0 

South Dakota (R) 0 37 4 37 1 4 17 13 41 N 
0\ 

Texas (R) 4 45 20 31 0 0 0 13 17 

Utah (D) 9 34 13 19 13 10 - - 2 40 7 

Utah (R) 0 39 0 41 0 5 15 13 0 

Washington (R) 0 64 0 7 0 18 11 37 7 

West Virginia (D) 17 58 0 17 8 0 0 33 8 

Wisconsin (R) 8 56 0 18 0 0 18 26 26 

Wyoming (D) 0 49 47 0 0 0 4 3 5 

Wyoming (R) 5 59 0 21 0 5 10 35 19 
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TABLE 2 

Composite Average for All Newspapers Analyzed 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

Content Category Score 

1 Chairman's Letter 3.29 

2 State Party Information 46.64 

3 Critique of State Opposition 9.39 

4 Praise National Party 18.86 

5 Critique of National Opposition 3.79 

6 Youth 4.26 

7 Finance 13.77 

Total: Content Categories 1-7 100.00 percent 

8 Noting State Chairman 17.89* 

9 Noting Governor 22.63* 

* Articles noting the state chairman or governor were 
from among the 7 primary Content Categories. 
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Each score figure from Table 2 represents a percentage of the 

column space which was devoted to the various Content Categories. 

The sums for the sixty-two papers were compiled and the scores in 

Table 2 show how the average paper allotted its column-inch space. 

In other words, 3.29 percent of the column space of the average 

state party nel-1Spaper was devoted to a direct letter from the State 

Chairman; 46.64 percent of the column SRace of the average state 

party newspaper was devoted to informatiqn on the state and local 

party; etc. The sum of scores from Content Categories 1 through 7 

equals 100 percent. 

Table 2 reveals that the various state party newspapers 

basically allotted their column space to four types of articles. 

The emphasis was placed on state party information, criticism of 

the state opposition, praise of the national party, and finance 

and fund-raising articles. These four Content Categories were 

allotted 88.66 percent of the total column-inch space. 

Publicizing the State Chairman 

Many state chairmen wrote "direct letters" in the text of the 

state paper. These were sometimes mere pep talks to the party faith

ful while at other times they were more informative and offered inside 

views of the party apparatus. Content Category 1 measured the per

centage of column-inch space devoted to such letters. These were 

often entitled "The Chairman Speaks," "The Chairman's Corner," or 

"A Hessage From The State Chairman." Such letters or messages from 

the chairmen constituted 3.29 percent of the column-inch space of 

the various newspapers. 
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However, as one read through other articles he was quite apt 

to find references to the state chairman by either name or title. 

The state chairman may have been named as helping in a fund-raising 

campaign or greeting some national party leader who had just visited 

the state. These references fell into different categories depend-

ing on their content. Content Category 8 measured the total per-

centage of column-inch space of the entire newspaper (Categories 1 

-
through 7) which took note of the state chairman. 

Therefore, to confirm the first proposition it would have 

to be shown that the name and title of the state chairman was being 

used throughout the entire paper. In turn, the score for Content 

Category 8 would have to be significantly larger than the score 

for Content Category 1. The degree to which the proposition would 

be true would be shown by the magnitude of the difference between 

the two scores. 

As noted in Table 2 the score for Content Category 1 was 

3,29 and the score for Content Category 8 was 17.89. In other words, 

the state chairman was mentioned in more than 5.4 times the column 

space articles than his own signed letter. This figure was arrived 

at by dividing the score for Content Category 1 into the score for 

Content Category 8. This composite score of 17.89 was also note-

worthy inasmuch as it showed that the state chairman was mentioned 

in nearly 20 percent of the column-inch space of the sample. 

It should also be noted that in several papers, notably news-

letters such as the Report of the Illinois Democratic Party and the 

Newsletter of the Ohio Democratic Party, the entire issue was either 
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printed on letterhead bearing the name and office of the state chair-

man or was signed by the state chairman. 

That such a large percentage of the column-inch space was 

devoted to articles mentioning the state chairman confirmed proposi-

tion I. 

Appeal for F~nds 

Articles analyzed under Content Category 7 deal with finance 
• . 

and fund-raising. The score for this category from Table 2 was 

13.77. This meant that 13.77 percent of the total colunm-inch space 

of the various papers was devoted to finances and fund-raising. Such 

column space ~,;ras devoted to direct appeals for funds, publicity con-

cerning fund-raising projects, and commercial advertising (which is 

in itself a form of fund-raising). 

The figure of 13.77 is meaningless if taken on its own. To 

confirm Proposition II it should be viewed in comparison with the 

scores for all other content categories. In Table 2 it was noted 

that fund-raising articles accounted for the third largest percentage 

of column-inch space among all Content Categories. Furthermore, it 

should be noted that ofttimes there was a subliminal or indirect pitch 

for funds in the texts of articles which were classified in different 

categories than Content Category 7. 

Publicizing the Governor 

Content Category 9 measured the percentage of column space 

devoted to articles specifically noting the governor. The articles 

in this category dealt with a variety of topics related to local or 
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national politics. The one characteristic they all shared was refer-

ence to the governor. 

Table 2 showed that the various papers devoted 22.63 percent 

of all column space to articles mentioning the governor. This 

figure represented the total average for the entire sample, whether 

or not the various party organizations controlled the governor's 

office. If one considered the composit~ average for only those 

party organizations ~vhich controlled the ,-governor's office, the . 
figure was 29.48 percent. 26 

Table 2 showed that 46.64 percent of all column space was 

devoted to the state and local party. This might have been expected 

of state party newspapers. Even so, the governors did almost as 

well by receiving almost half again as much column space as 

articles dealing ~vith the national party and more than twice the 

column space as those discussing finance. 

Criticism of the Opposition 

The percentage of column-inch space devoted to a criticism 

of the local opposition party was contained in Content Category 3. 

The average for all sixty-two newspapers was 9.3 percent (Table 2). 

If this 9.3 percent were broken down into t~vo sub-categories, (a) 

those state organizations that controlled the governor's office, and 

(b) those state organizations that did not control the governor's 

26see Appendix D for a list of those state' organizations 
which controlled the governor's office at the time of their paper's 
printing. 
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27 
office, one could gain a better perspective on the data. 

(a) Average for those party organiza
tions which controlled the 
governor~s office: 

(b) Average for those party organizations 
which did not control the governor's 
office: 

1.75 

18.07 

It was posited that the publishers of the newspaper of the 

party controlling the governor's office would not criticize the 

opposition. The figure of 1.75 percent bore this out. 

The proof, however, rested on the fact that the papers of 

those parties not controlling the governors' offices devoted 18.07 

percent of their column-inch space to criticism of the opposition. 

This was more than ten times the total space allotted by the papers 

of the ruling party. Furthermore, for those state organizations 

which did not control the governors' offices, the average amount of 

column-inch space criticizing the opposition governor was 15.06 

percent. Articles criticizing the opposition were among the four 

Categories constituting 90 percent of the total column space and, 

therefore, significant in that sense. 

Affinity with. the National Republican Party 

State party newspapers are normally state-oriented in their 

coverage of party news. This fact was attested to by the data con-

tained in Table 2 which showed that 46.64 percent of the column-inch 

space of all sixty-two papers was devoted to the state and local party 

organizations. 

27see Appendix E for a list of those state organizations 
which did not control the governor's office at the time of this anal
ysis. 
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However, the category of articles using the second largest percentage 

of space was that in which the national party organizations were 

mentioned. Although the percentage of column space devoted to the 

national party was much smaller, it still accounted for nearly one-

fifth of the total lineage. 

After reading through several papers, it became apparent 

that a number of Republican papers frorn _less populous states devoted 

a large percentage of column space to articles about the national 

Republican Party and the Nixon Administration. It seemed possible 

that this was a characteristic which would differentiate the Repub-

lican papers from less populous states and more populous states. 

Therefore, the scores for Content Category 4 (articles dealing with 

the national party) for Republican papers corning from the ten most 

28 populous and ten least populous states were averaged. The results 

lli'ere as follows: 

Ten Most Populous States: 17.33 

Ten Least Populous States: 13.28 

The figures showed a near equilibrium with the papers from 

the most populous states devoting 4 percent more of their column-inch 

space to a tie-in with the national party and administration than did 

those in the smaller states. Since the figures did not show the ex

pected relationship, the Proposition was not confirmed. 

2Bren most populous states: California, Florida, Illinois, 
Indiana, Hichigan, Ne'tli' Jersey, Nelli' York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and 
Texas. Ten least populous states: Alaska, Dela\li'are, Idaho, Montana, 
Nevada, New Hampshire, North Dakota, South Dakota, Vermont, and 
Wyoming. Source: Market Guide 1969, New York, New York, Editor and 
Publisher Company, 1970. Estimates are for January 1, 1970. 
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Summary 

Of the five propositions posed, four have been confirmed by 

analyzing the content of sixty-two state party newspapers. The first 

proposition concerned the use of the party newspaper to publicize 

the state chairman. It was shown that nearly 20 percent of all 

column space articles referred in some way to the state chairman. 

That the state party papers are used as a tool for fund . . 
raising was confirmed. Fund-raising articles ranked third among the 

seven categories of articles with 13.77 percent of the total lineage. 

This accounted for the third largest percentage of column-inch 

space among all content categories. 

The assumption that the party paper \vas employed to publicize 

the governor (when of that party) was also confirmed. It was shown 

that nearly one-third of all column space was devoted to articles 

publicizing the incumbent governors. This use of space was second 

only to publicity about the state or local party. 

Party organizations which controlled the governor's office 

did not use the party newspaper to criticize the opposition to any 

great extent. This category constituted only 1.75 percent of the total 

column space of those papers in the sample. On the other hand, the 

papers of party organizations not controlling the governors' offices 

devoted 18.07 percent of their column space to criticism of the state 

opposition. 

Only the final proposition was disproven. There appeared to 

be no difference between the more populous and less populous states in 
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the to1ay the Republican papers attempted to relate themselves with the 

national administrat.ion. 

A most interesting finding, not anticipated in the original 

research design, would be \V'ell worth mentioning here. Content Category 

6 tV'as designed to measure the percentage of column-inch space which 

contained youth-oriented articles. In the sixty-two papers analyzed 

it was found that only 4.26 percent of the total space was devoted to 

such articles. That so little space was assigned to youth was notable . . 
in view of the concentration of attention on youth by both national 

parties. Apparently, the state parties have not shared this interest 

of the national parties in appealing to youth. 



CHAPTER IV 

A TIME ANALYSIS OF SIX SELECTED 
STATE POLITICAL PARTY NEHSPAPERS 

The conclusions for the preced~ng analysis of a single issue 

of each newspaper were based on an analysis of sixty-two different 
' • 

state party organs. It might be expected that variations would occur 

from issue to issue in the amount of column-inch space devoted to 

the various content categories. However, these variations would 

ultimately be expected to cancel one another out, and any two 

different samples would be expected to approximate one another. 

The motivation behind the time analysis of six selected 

party newspapers was the desire to show that over time a newspaper 

will follow a particular pattern of space allocation. 

A newspaper, The New York Times, for example, on any given 

day devotes a certain percentage of its column-inch space to different 

categories such as international news, domestic news, women's news, 

financial reports, etc. On any other given day The New York Times 

will devote a certain percentage of its column-inch space to the same 

topics, but not necessarily the very same percentages. Over time 

these percentages l..rill hold to a pattern. It would not be expected 

that The New York Times would suddenly change format and regularly 

devote 35 percent of its column-inch space to women's news and 2 per-

cent to international news if it had been the reverse for an extended 

36 
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period. 29 

For this time analysis six party organization papers ~"ere 

selected. There ~-1ere two reasons t-'hY these particular papers were 

chosen. To some extent they selected themselves by virtue of there 

being a series of issues covering several months. This provided an 

opportunity to determine not only ~-1hat the different space priorities 

for the various papers \vere, but also to determine if a pattern ex-

isted for the allocation of column-inch space. A second reason was 

that each of the papers, for the period tnder investigation, was 

published under a single state chairman. That is, the leadership of 

the party remained constant and, therefore, the question of a pattern 

for the allocation of column-inch space ~vould be more reliable. 

The six state party ne\-'Spapers analyzed in the time analysis 

were: 

Colorado (D) The Colorado Democrat 
27 issues: weekly October 4, 1969 to April 11, 1970 

Idaho (R) The Idaho Republican 
8 issues: monthly July, 1969 to Harch, 1970 

Illinois (D) Report 
7 issues: monthly August 1, 1969 to February 16, 1970 

Iowa (D) The Democratic Leader 
5 issues: monthly December, 1967 to Novembe~ 1969 

Ohio (D) Newsletter 
15 issues: bi-weekly July 2, 1969 to February 18, 1970 

Washington (R) Republican Report 
6 issues: monthly May, 1969 to January, 1970 

Table 3 shows the results of content analysis for The Colorado 

Democrat. 

29The percentages are arbitrary and are only meant for 
illustrative purposes. They do not necessarily reflect the actual 
priorities of The New York Times in the use of its column-inch space. 



TABLE 3 

T irne Analysis 

Colorado (D) Content Categories 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

The Colorado 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 -
Democrat 

Chairman's State Critique Praise Critique Youth Finance Noting Noting 
letter Party of State National of Nat'l State Governor 

Info Opposition Party Opposition Chairman 

October 4, 1969 0 27 6 3 24 0 40 17 11 
October 11, 1969 0 25 11 0 34 0 30 13 7 

October 18, 1969 0 26 14 0 28 0 32 12 6 
October 25, 1969 0 31 7 0 27 2 33 10 0 

w 
November 1, 1969 0 46 6 0 17 ' OJ 

1 30 22 6 
November 15, 1969 0 20 6 0 27 1 . 46 14 0 

November 22, 1969 0 29 4 5 21 3 38 4 0 
November 29, 1969 0 11 3 0 23 0 63 0 0 

December 6, 1969 0 14 9 1 29 2 45 10 9 
December 13, 1969 0 26 3 0 27 1 41 0 6 

December 20, 1969 0 38 0 0 5 3 54 7 0 
December 27, 1969 0 20 28 6 14 1 31 0 10 

January 3, 1970 0 40 0 l 27 0 32 3 0 
January 10, 1970 0 22 12 0 28 4 34 0 5 

January 17, 1970 0 31 7 2 35 0 25 5 9 
January 24, 1970 0 22 15 0 23 0 40 4 15 



TABLE 3 (Continued) 

Time Analysis 

Colorado (D) Content Categories 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

The Colorado 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Democrat 

Chairman's State Critique Praise Critique Youth Finance Noting Noting 
letter Party of State National of Nat'l State Governor 

Info Opposition Party Opposition Chairman 

January 31, 1970 0 31 6 2 19 1 41 0 0 
February 7, 1970 0 25 13 0 20 0 42 8 5 

February 14, 1970 0 34 5 14 13 0 34 10 0 
February 21, 1970 0 46 7 0 16 0 31 5 7 

w 
1.0 

February 28, 1970 0 47 0 0 28 0 25 0 0 
March 7, 1970 0 43 7 3 30 0 17 13 17 

March 14 , 1970 0 17 15 14 9 1 44 0 15 
March 21, 1970 1 23 1 1 3 1 70 3 1 

March 28, 1970 0 26 0 12 20 0 42 21 0 
April 4, 1970 0 55 6 1 10 2 26 6 6 

April 11, 1970 0 44 10 1 5 1 39 8 16 

The averages from Table 3 for all issues are : 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 --
.04 30.34 7.46 2.45 20.83 .89 37.99 7.22 5.59 
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These data point out the fact that the three main goals of 

the paper were to: 

1. aid in fund raising 

2. furnish information and publicity about the 
state and local party 

3. criticize the national Republican administration 

That space dealing with fund-raising, furnishing information 

about the state party, and criticizing the national Republican 

administration obviously constituted the major theme categories is 

seen from Table 3. It should be mentioned here that the Colorado 

political ne,vspapers are official mediums for the publishing of 

legal announcements. The Colorado Democrat clearly illustrates 

tvhat such a policy means to a party. In all issues analyzed an 

average 37.99 percent of each ,.,as composed of fund-raising articles 

and official advertising. Of total lineage of space allocated to 

finance 77 percent was official advertising while the remaining 

23 percent ,.,as in the form of fund-raising articles. 

The amount of column space allocated to direct letters from 

the state chairman, relating the local party to the national scene, 

and to youth-oriented articles ,.,as also consistent. Only in the 

case of articles dealing with the national party was there a break 

in the pattern. This brief surge during February and Harch of 

1970 could be explained by the fact that there were national party 

leaders present in Colorado for Jefferson-Jackson Day celebrations. 

As can be seen from Table 3 the amount of column-inch space in this 

category jumped from 1 or 2 percent per issue to upwards of 14 per-
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cent per issue. 

The time analysis of The Colorado Democrat does show that a 

pattern was follm-1ed in the allocation of column-inch space. 

Table 4 reveals the results of the content analysis of The 

Idaho Republican. 

The three main goals of The Idaho Republican were to: 

1. provide information and publicity about the state 
and local party 

2. relate the state party to th~ national Republican 
Party and the Nixon administration 

3. aid in fund-raising 

Articles about the state and local party and the national 

political milieu were consistently allotted a large percentage of 

colunm-inch space. Fund-raising articles, in the last four issues 

analyzed, had been allocated a consistently greater proportion of 

space. This might be attributed to the then upcoming November 

elections. 

Articles publicizing the state chairman and the governor, 

while not as regular, received a consistent amount of column-inch 

space. Only on one occasion did a direct letter from the state chair-

man appear. Criticism of the opposition on both the state and national 

levels has been most consistent. 

It is obvious that The Idaho Republican followed a reasonably 

consistent pattern in its allocation of column-inch space. The topics 

heavily covered remained constant throughout the sample. 

Table 5 shows the results of content analysis for the Report 

of the Illinois Democratic Party. 



TABLE 4 

Time Analysis 

Idaho (R) Content Categories 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

The Idaho l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Republican 

Chairman's State Critique Praise Critique Youth Finance Noting Noting 
letter Party of State National of Nat' l State Governor 

Info Opposition Party Opposition Chairman 

July, 1969 22 22 0 29 l 18 8 22 25 

September, 1969 0 38 0 48 6 0 8 l 17 

October, 1969 0 45 0 40 3 5 7 ll 15 
+:--
N 

November, 1969 0 41 0 51 0 6 2 ll 5 . 
· ~ . 

December, 1969 0 63 0 20 2 0 15 20 l3 

January, 1970 0 36 0 30 2 10 22 14 5 

February, 1970 0 61 0 12 l 2 24 6 14 

March, 1970 0 34 0 23 7 0 36 0 6 

The averages from Table 4 for all issues are: 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

2.75 42.50 0 31.63 2.75 5.12 15.25 10.63 12.50 



TABLE 5 

Time Analysis 

Illinois (D) Content Categories 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

Report 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Chairman's State Critique Praise Critique Youth Finance Noting Noting 
letter Party of State National of Nat' 1 State Governor 

Info Opposition Party Opposition Chairman 

August 1, 1969 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 

September 1, 1969 0 14 72 0 14 0 0 0 36 

October 1, 1969 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 50 
~ 

November 1, 1969 0 0 87 0 13 0 0 0 87 Vol 

December 10, 1969 0 100 0 0 0 
. 

0 · - ' 0 0 0 

January 15, 1970 0 19 81 0 0 0 0 0 81 

February 16 , 1970 0 0 43 0 57 0 0 0 43 

The averages from Table 5 for all issues are: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0 19.00* 54.72 0 26.28 0 0 0 56.71 

*Even though the average for all issues was 19 percent in the area of information about the state party, 
it should be explained that this figure was distorted by the December 10, 1969 "Christmas" issue. In 
this issue the State Chairman devoted the entire issue to wishing the readers holiday greetings. 
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The Report showed the best example of a recognizable pattern 

in the allocation of column space. Over the period analyzed there 

was a complete absence of articles in four of the Content Categories. 

The four Categories included articles referring to the state chair-

man, the national Democratic party, finance, and youth. However, 

it should be noted that no references to the state chairman appeared 

because each of the examined issues wa~ signed by him. 

Most of the lineage in the Report lvas devoted to criticism 
I . 

of the state and national Republican Parties. Well over half of 

its space was used to criticize the Illinois Republican governor. 

The issues of The (Iowa) Democratic Leader which were in-

eluded in this analysis ranged across the interregnum in both the 

state and national administrative-executive changes from Democratic 

to Republican. The first three issues were published during the 

administrations of Governor Hughes and President Johnson and the last 

two issues were published under Governor Ray and President Nixon. 

Priorities switched during this period as noted in Table 6. 

Some of the more obvious changes to be noted lvere: 

1. a decrease of over 50 percent in the column
inch space devoted to the local and state 
party 

2. the beginning of sharp criticism of the state 
opposition party 

3. near cessation of any mention of the 
national Democratic party 

4. a sharp increase of criticism of the 
national Republican party 



TABLE 6 

Time Analysis 

Iowa (D) Content Categories 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

The Democratic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Leader 

Chairman's State Critique Praise Critique Youth Finance Noting Noting 
letter Party of State National of Nat'l State Governor 

Info Opposition Party Opposition Chairman 

December, 1967 8 23 0 42 6 7 14 28 19 

February, 1968 0 45 0 40 0 3 12 23 32 

August, 1968 4 69 0 20 0 3 4 11 25 
.1:'-
Vl 

April, 1969 0 31 39 0 18 0 · -
. 12 7 31 

November, 1969 0 27 31 3 9 0 30 22 14 

The averages from Table 6 for the first three issues are: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

4.00 45.67 0 34.00 2.00 4.33 10.00 20.67 25.33 

The averages from Table 6 for the last two issues are: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 - -- --
0 29.00 35.00 1.50 13.50 0 21.00 14.50 22.50 
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Only after the electoral defeat did the percentage of column 

space devoted to fund-raising articles increase. Articles mentioning 

the state chairman had slackened from 28 percent to 7 percent over 

the time period. However, with the November, 1969 issue they again 

occupied about one-quarter of the total space. 

This analysis of The Democratic Leader showed that a state 

party newspaper does change as the political situation changes. The 

move from party control to opposition l-las clearly reflected in the 

columns of the newspapers. 

Table 7 shows the results of content analysis for the Ohio 

Democratic Newsletter. 

It might be noted in Table 7 that throughout the period in

vestigated 1 articles in four Content Categories ,.,ere virtually 

ignored. These articles included those mentioning the national 

Democratic party, criticizing the national Republican party, youth, 

and direct letters from the state chairman. 

Information about the state party, fund-raising efforts, 

and criticism of the state opposition, and the Republican governor 

in particular, lvere allotted the bulk of the column-inch space. 

Priorities between publicity about the state party and criticism of 

the Republican opposition were about equally divided. Fund-raising 

appeals accounted for nearly 20 percent of the total column-inch 

space. 

The results of the analysis of the Washington State Repub

lican Report are found in Table 8. 

The Republican Report was a paper that gave coverage to 

virtually all Content Categories. Direct letters from the state chair-



TABLE 7 

Time Analysis 

Ohio (D) Content Categories 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

Newsletter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Chairman's State Critique Praise Critique Youth Finance Noting Noting 
letter Party of State National of Nat'l State Governor 

Info Opposition Party Opposition Chairman 

July 2, 1969 0 17 74 0 0 0 9 0 57 

August 13, 1969 0 48 44 0 0 4 4 0 44 

August 27, 1969 0 43 39 0 0 0 18 30 30 
~ 
-..J 

September 10, 1969 0 30 60 0 0 10 0 0 40 

September 24, 1969 0 20 16 0 0 12 52 20 16 

October 8, 1969 0 4 59 0 23 0 14 45 59 

October 22, 1969 0 48 38 0 0 5 9 0 29 

November 6, 1969 24 19 38 0 0 0 19 38 38 

November 26, 1969 0 50 33 0 0 0 17 17 33 

December 10, 1969 0 67 13 0 0 7 13 26 0 

December 23, 1969 0 35 30 0 0 0 35 0 30 

January 7, 1970 0 32 0 8 0 0 60 0 0 



TABLE 7 (Continued) 

Time Analysis 

Ohio (D) Content Categories 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

Newsletter 1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Chairman's State Critique Praise Critique Youth Finance Noting Noting 

letter Party of State National of Nat'l State Governor 
Info Opposition Party Opposition Chairman 

January 21, 1970 0 22 48 0 0 13 17 0 39 

February 5, 1970 0 9 42 23 5 0 21 30 14 
.1:-

February 18, 1970 0 37 54 9 0 0 0 33 54 CXl 

.¥ ' 
The averages from Table 7 for all issues are: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1.60 32.06 39.20 2.67 1.87 3.40 19.20 15.93* 29.53 

*Every issue of the Newsletter is printed on letterhead bearing the state chairman's name and title. 



TABLE 8 

Time Analysis 

Washington (R) Content Categories 

Percentage of Column-Inch Space 

Republican l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Report 

Chairman's State Critique Praise Critique Youth Finance Noting Noting 
letter Party of State National of Nat' l State Governor 

Info Opposition Party Opposition Chairman 

May, 1969 4 87 0 9 0 0 0 47 70 

June, 1969 0 18 7 38 7 25 5 13 20 

July, 1969 16 42 0 7 6 24 5 34 9 ~ 
\0 

August, 1969 13 44 l 24 9 5 4 57 19 . . . . 
September, 1969 8 2 0 52 5 23 10 17 31 

January, 1970 0 64 0 7 0 18 ll 37 7 

The averages from Table 8 for all issues are: 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

6.83 42.83 1.33 22.83 4.50 15.83 5.85 34.17 26.00 
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man, critiques of the national opposition party, and, to a degree, 

fund-raising articles were the least consistent in the amounts of 

column-inch space received. 

But, of the remaining categories, there was a fairly well 

developed pattern. Coverage of the state and national Republican 

parties was heavy. Also noteworthy was the fact that the Republican 

Report devoted a large proportion of space to youth-oriented 

articles, which were not provided such a large share in other state 

party newspapers. 30 And finally, it was evident that there had been 

a concerted effort to publicize the state chairman as well as the 

governor. 

30rhis might be attributed to the effort of the current state 
chairman to oust the Young Republican Federation from the official 
Washington State Republican Party organization. One manifestation of 
this might be a consequent effort to appeal independently to young 
Republicans through the party newspaper. 
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Conclusion 

There was no method through which an investigation such as 

this could be carried out except through content analysis. Content 

analysis, as adapted to the peculiarities of state party newspapers, 

provided a means through which the researcher could delve into the 

propositions and emerge with meaningful results. Overall, it could 

be stated that state party newspapers proved to be a widespread, 

accepted, and seemingly effective means! for the state committees of 

the various state party organizations to inform the faithful. 

The state chairman, as pointed out, occupies the position 

of a middleman in American politics, and basically, he is the official 

party organizer. His position is an elected one and he is chosen 

through various means by the state organizations and normally by the 

state executive committee. In order to secure and protect his job 

and to prove to the party that he is a viable member of the organiza

tion, it was posited that he would use the state party newspaper to 

publicize his role. Not only could he, therefore, expound on his 

accomplishments, but he could keep his name everpresent and fresh in 

the minds of those who control the retention of his position. This 

investigation noted that nearly 20 percent of all column-inch space 

of the party papers contained references to the state party chairman. 

Furthermore, it was apparent that several state chairmen either 

signed the paper by name and title or included their name and title 

in the letterhead or masthead. 

\olithout funds no party organization could exist, let alone 

grm.;r and wage campaign struggles. The difficulty of obtaining funds 
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has been evidenced by the efforts of Democratic leaders to pay off 

the nine million dollar deficit from the 1968 presidential campaign. 

This investigation showed that fund-raising articles accounted for 

13.77 percent of all column-inch space for the various party news

papers. This figure was the third largest percentage of the primary 

Content Categories, of which the top four constituted nearly 90 per

cent of the total column-inch space. 

The third proposition posited that the state party newspaper 

of the party controlling the governor's office was used to publicize 

the activities and record of the governor. 1-Jhen a party organization 

controls the governor's office, it is generally acknowledged that the 

governor is the leader of the party. Being the party leader he would 

be expected to have an important say in what is published in the party 

newspaper. And, as the incumbent governor, he naturally would expect 

to be given as much publicity as possible to his name and office. 

This investigation found that the party newspapers were ex

tensively used to publicize the governor. In fact, 29.48 percent of 

the total column space contained references to incumbent governors, 

thus placing this category second only to articles about the state 

party itself. 

The goal of the two major political parties is to win elections. 

In order to accomplish this they must have the support and votes of the 

electorate and to do so the electorate must be convinced that a par

ticular cause is the right one. 

The party in office must convince the electorate that it has 

done a good job and that it should be retained in office. Opposition 
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parties have a very different role in this process. They must not 

only present their views on how the government ought to be run, but 

they must also show why the ruling party should not be returned to 

office. At the heart of the fourth proposition was the belief, and 

subsequent finding, that the ruling party will refrain from criticism 

of the opposition in order to call as little attention as possible 

to it. 

State party newspapers have a readership that is pre-attuned 

to be favorably disposed toward the con~ent of the paper. One premise 

upon which party newspapers must operate is that the readership is a 

potential sales force for the party and will spread the message. 

As a result of this investigation, for the first time an area 

of political science, heretofore unexplored, has been illuminated 

and the role of a state party newspaper is more clearly understood. 

Hopefully this study will spur further investigations and allow others 

to explore additional facets of the role of state party newspapers in 

the American political arena. 
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APPENDIX A 

Party organization newspapers or newsletters used in the single
issue analysis. 

Arizona Republican Republican Arizona (December, 1969) 

Arkansas Democrat The New Democrat (October, 1967) 

Arkansas Republican Arkansas Outlook (November, 1969) 

Colorado Democrat The Colorado Democrat (April 11, 1970) 

Colorado Republican Coloradd Trumpet (January, 1970) 

Connecticut Democrat Democratic Newsletter (November 7, 1969) 

Delaware Republican The Trumpet (January-February, 1970) 

Florida Republican Republican Challenger (November, 1969) 

Georgia Democrat Georgia Democrat (January 2, 1970) 

Idaho Democrat The Idaho Democrat (December, 1969) 

Idaho Republican The Idaho Republican (March, 1970) 

Illinois Democrat Report (February 16, 1970) 

Illinois Republican Trunk Line (January, 1970) 

Indiana Democrat The Democrat News (January 8, 1970) 

Indiana Republican Trunk Lines (December, 1969) 

Iowa Democrat. The Democratic Leader (November, 1969) 

Iowa Republican Party Line Newsletter (December, 1969) 

Kansas Democrat Kandid (February, 1970) 

Kansas Republican Kansas Republican News (January, 1970) 

Kentucky Democrat The Democrat (October, 1969) 



Kentucky 

Louisiana 

Maine 

Maine 

Haryland 

Massachusetts 

Michigan 

Hichigan 

Minnesota 

Hinnesota 

Hississippi 

Missouri 

Missouri 

Montana 

Nebraska 

Nebraska 

New Hampshire 

New Hampshire 

New Jersey 

New Mexico 

Nelv York 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 

Republican 

Republican 

Democrat 

Republican 

Republican 

Republican 

Democrat 

Republican 

Democrat 

Republican 

Republican 

Democrat 

Republican 

Republican 

Democrat 

Republican 

Democrat 

Republican 

Republican 

Republican 

Democrat 

The Kentucky Republican (December, 1969) 

Two Party Advocate (September, 1969) 

As Haine Goes (Summer, 1969) 

GOP Newsletter (December, 1969) 

Republican Banner (February, 1970) 

Target (May, 1969) 

The Michigan Democrat (April, 1970) 

Plain Talk (July, 1969) 

State DFL Ne,.;rs (January, 1970) 

Republican News (September, 1969) 

Eagle (December, 1969) 

Demo-Hemo (January, 1970) 

~tissouri Republican (January, 1970) 

Montana Republican (January-February, 1970) 

Demo-GramOanuary-February, 1970) 

The Nebraska Republican (December, 1969) 

Donkey Serenade (June, 1969) 

New Hampshire Republican (December, 1969) 

Governor's Call (October 14, 1969) 

Ne\.;r Hexico Republican (January, 1970) 

The New York Democrat (January, 1970) 



New York 

North Carolina 

North Dakota 

Ohio 

Ohio 

Oklahoma 

Oklahoma 

Oregon 

Pennsylvania 

Pennsylvania 

South Carolina 

South Dakota 

South Dakota 

Texas 

Utah 

Utah 

\vashington 

West Virginia 

\Vis cons in 

Wyoming 

Wyoming 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 

Republican Target 70 (January 15, 1970) 

Democrat Progress (December 15, 1969) 

Republican Republican News (January, 1970) 

Democrat Newsletter (February 18, 1970) 

Republican Ohio Republican News (December 19, 1969) 

Democrat Oklahoma Demo Memo (January, 1970) 

Republican Oklahoma Republican News (October, 1969) 

Democrat The Oregon Democrat (March, 1970) 

Democrat The Pennsylvania Democrat (September, 1969) 

Republican Republican Newsletter (November, 1969) 

Republican Republican Newsletter (October 21, 1969) 

Democrat Democratic News (January, 1970) 

Republican The South Dakota Republican (February, 1970) 

Republican The Texas Republican (November-December, 1969) 

Democrat The Utah Democrat (June, 1969) 

Republican The Utah Republican (December,l969-January,'70) 

Republican Republican Report (January, 1970) 

Democrat Memorandum (December 18, 1969) 

Republican The Republican Insider (November, 1969) 

Democrat The Spokesman (March, 1970) 

Republican Wyoming Trunkline (October-November, 1969) 
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APPENDIX B 

Party organizations which did not publish a newspaper or newsletter 
at the time of compilation. 

Alabama Democrat 

Alabama Republican 

Alaska Democrat 

Alaska Republican 

Arizona Democrat 

California Democrat 

California Republican 

Connecticut Republican 

Florida Democrat 

Georgia Republican 

Hawaii Democrat 

Hawaii Republican 

Louisiana Democrat 

Massachusetts Democrat 

Montana Democrat 

Nevada Republican 

New Jersey Democrat 

North Carolina Republican 

Oregon Republican 

Rhode Island Republican 

South Carolina Democrat 

Vermont Republican 

Virginia Democrat 

Virginia Republican 

Washington Democrat 
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APPENDIX C 

Party organizations which did not respond to requests for 
information concerning their publishing a newspaper or 
newsletter. 

Delaware Democrat 

Haryland Democrat 

Hississippi Democrat 

Nevada Democrat 

New Hexico Democrat 

North Dakota Democrat 

Rhode Island Democrat 

Tennessee Democrat 

Tennessee Republican 

Texas Democrat 

Vermont Democrat 

West Virginia Republican 

Wisconsin Democrat 
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APPENDIX D 

The publication date of the following state party organization 
newspapers was during the time that the party organization 
controlled the Governor's Office. 

Arizona (R) Missouri (D) 

Arkansas (R) Nebraska (R) 

Colorado (R) New Hampshire (R) 

Connecticut (D) New Mexico (R) 

' 
Delaware (R) New Yo.rk (R) 

Florida (R) North Carolina (D) 

Georgia (D) North Dakota (R) 

Idaho (R) Ohio (R) 

Illinois (R) Oklahoma (R) 

Indiana (R) Pennsylvania (R) 

Iowa (R) South Dakota (R) 

Kansas (D) Utah (D) 

Kentucky (R) Washington (R) 

Maine (D) West Virginia (D) 

Massachusetts (R) Wisconsin (R) 

Michigan (R) l.Jyoming (R) 

Minnesota (R) 
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APPENDIX E 

The publication date of the following state party organization 
newspapers was during the time that the party organization 
did not control the Governor's Office. 

Arkansas (D) Hontana (R) 

' 
Colorado (D) Nebraska (D) 

Idaho (D) New Hampshire (D) 

Illinois (D) New Jersey (R) 

Indiana (D) New York (D) 

Iowa (D) Ohio (D) 

Kansas (R) Oklahoma (D) 

Kentucky (D) Oregon (D) 

Louisiana (R) Pennsylvania (D) 

Maine (R) South Carolina (R) 

Maryland (R) South Dakota (D) 

Michigan (D) Texas (R) 

Hinnesota (D) Utah (R) 

Mississippi (R) \vyoming (D) 

Missouri (R) 
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1 

TI1e history of the development of the party newspapers is 

reviewed in the first chapter. The goal of the research was to 

attempt to discover the uses and goals of state political party 

newspapers. 

Five propositions were proposed which would accomplish 

this aim. The first proposition was to discover the extent to 

which the state party paper is used to extend the publicity of 

the state chairman. The second proposition was to discover to 

what extent the party newspaper is used as a tool in finance and 

fund-raising appeals. The third proposition attempted to reveal 

to what extent the state paper is used to extend the publicity of 

the incumbent governor. Proposition IV sought to ascertain 

whether or not a party not holding the governor's office openly 

criticized the state opposition party, while the incumbent party 

merely spoke of its own accomplishments while neglecting the 

opposition. The fifth, and final, proposition attempted to 

ascertain whether less populous state Republican party papers were 

more apt to relate themselves to the national Republican party 

and administration. 

The research method of content analysis was discussed 

and the methodology used in this study was explained. The scores 

for nine content categories were compiled and the findings from 

a one-issue analysis of sixty-two papers confirmed Propositions 

I-IV. The fifth proposition was disproven. 
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A time analysis of six selected papers was performed and 

these findings confirmed the findings of the one-issue analysis. 

Furthermore, this analysis proved the existence of patterns of 

column-inch space allocations in a state party newspaper. 
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